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ABSTTRACT 

This thesis examines the way in which the traumas of World War II and its 

aftemiath in the former Yugoslavia are dealt with in the work of the post-punk group 

Laibach. The Laibach project challenges traditional memories by combining seemingly 

incompatible images <rf" Nazism, Stalinism, Hifler, etc.. The result is a forced reworking of 

the traumas of the totalitarian past 

The renewed focus on past traumas encourages critical awareness and active 

participation in the process of memory for the individual. Laibach's work encourages 

awareness not only of the past, but also of existing state systems. By comf^icating the 

desire to forget the past, Laibach fosters an understanding of the intenelatedness of history 

and the present Beyond exploring Laibach's provocations, this thesis also discusses 

similar aspects of projects in German artistic and intellectual culture to examine how these 

individuals continue to work through the problematic past of Wcaid War II. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

"That is our task, to work as well, strongly and intensly as possiUy upon the 

masses." -John Heartfleld 

1.1 Foundations of Laibach 

The year 1980 saw two quite noteworthy events take place in the former 

Yugoslavia. Marshall Josip Broz Tito, the leader of former Yugoslavia died on May 4, 

1980. Tito's Utopian dream of a unified Yugoslavia would not survive long past his death. 

This same year, in the mining town of Trbovlje, Slovenia, the post-punk group Laibach 

formed. 

Consisting of four young men, Laibach emerged as a group that enthusiastically 

embraced the totalitarian system of the state. They wore uniforms with black crosses on 

their upper arms and embodied images of totalitarian societies; Nazi Germany, Hitler, 

Stalin. Laibach appeared to enjoy allying themselves aesthetically and ideologically with 

elements of the past that the former Yugoslavia, and on the local level, Slovenia, wanted 

forgotten. 

Such repeated posturing associated Laibach with the condemned ideologies they 

used, which resulted in frequent censorship and anger. Rather than provide an explanation 

for their actions, Laibach continued to stonewall their interrogators. The result proved 

either to further infuriate the audience or for some, to provide enlightenment into the 

workings of the group and their projects, "[i]t [Laibach's expressions] provokes those who 

do not have the energy to reconstruct and understand the LAIBACH idea (uim^iasking social 

neurosis)."* 

Laibach's provocations shed light on the early twentieth cenmry past (W W II and 

past war traumas most specifically) that will not die and have not been properly dealt with 

lSeeNSK-45. 
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in Slovenia nor in Europe as a whole. They c(»tinue to open up old wounds of 

collaboration, occupation and war, rather than let them heal over and be fc^rgotten. Active 

participation on the part of the audience is required to make any sense of what the group 

produces for their consumption. 

Laibach's stance as a collective group within a larger collective organization, NSK, 

allies them with totalitarianism. The group members act as one unit, surpressing any 

individuality. The voluntary suppression of individuality is in itself totalitarian. 

Totalitarian governments require the identity of the cdlective to be the supreme motivaticxi. 

The individual is of much less importance. 

The spectatOT may feel disgust, fear and a sense of misunderstanding when 

confrcmted with Laibach's insistence on the supremacy of the collective. This reaction 

provides insight into a trauma in association with the militaristic, totalitarian past that 

Laibach has tapped into. It is also serves to questicn existing systems, (governments and 

parts of the entertainment industry) that require the same collective identification though in a 

much more hidden fashion. 

1.2 The founding of NSK 

After several years of woiidng alone, Laibach joined with the fine arts group Irwin 

and the theater group Sester Scipion Nasice^ to form the art collective Neue Slowenische 

Kunst^ in 1983. The union of the three original groups and the collective's subsequent 

expansion into a monolith itself, enabled the arena erf" provocation to expand into various 

 ̂The dieater section named Sester Scipion Nasice later changed its name to Red Pilot Cosmoidnetic 
Theatre and most recently to Noordnng Theatre Cabinet 

Red PQot Cosmoidnetic Theatre refers back to the avant-garde dieato- group Rdecl pilot that was active in 
Ljubljana, Slovenia in the 1920s. 

 ̂Neue Slowenische Kunst is Gennan for New Slovene Art For further discussion the use of the 
German language see section 1.4 - "Use of the German Language." 
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flelds. The mginal fields of music, posters, fine art and theater remained. Further 

subdivisions developed and disintegrated as needed; film, architecture, prc^ganda, 

design, etc.,'̂  which ccHitained at least one member from each of the three (xiginal groups. 

The groups construct themselves and employ many methods reminiscent of avant-

garde groups of the eariy 20th century. This identiflcaticn, as with many other 

identifications practiced by NSK, serves as a means of interacting with the past This 

interaction does not suggest a positive relation to these groups or endorsement of them.^ 

The recycling of avant-garde elements serves as a reminder that many avant-garde 

movements were assimilated into totalitarian systems. NSK chooses to identify with these 

movements at the stage when they assimilated into totalitarian societies. The effect shows 

that new and exciting moments in history, which appeared to offer so much hope, must not 

be glorified blindly. The daiic side of these movements must be recognized as well. 

Recognizing the various ambivalent tendencies d" the avant-garde project calls for the work 

of memory. 

With the changing sociopohtical context of Eastern Europe since the collapse of 

communism, the organization of NSK (Neue Slowenische Kimst) has evolved into a 

collective that functicHis as a state with no political boundaries and no claimed teiritory. 

The projects of the NSK collective provide no easy answers or any insight into truth. The 

audience is confronted with {wojects that upset the status quo of everyday life. To make 

sense of the experience requires participation and self reflexivity. 

For a diagram explatomg the stmctme this monolith see the "Principle of Organization and Action" in 
NSK. 14. 

 ̂See Eda Cufer & Irwin, "NSK State in Time" for a discussion of trauma and the avant-garde movements. 
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13 Trauma and the Woilc d" Memory 

To best understand the work that Laibach and the organization of Neue 

Slowenische Kunst does as a whole, it is helpful to look at their existence in terms of 

dealing with the past and the wcdc of memory. A traumatic event that is not dealt with will 

cmtinue to resurface and manifest itself, both on the individual and national levels. 

Forgetting may seem to be a tempting option, but in the end it proves K> be a useless 

endeavor. The trauma will not be th(»oughly silenced and will ccmtinue to resurface in 

various ways until the act of mourning has been incorporated into everyday life. 

The lessens of the past must not be forgotten, nor should the relaticn of the past to 

the present be ignored. Understanding this interrelatedness sheds light on the possible 

effects on the future. To think only of the present can prove very dangerous down the 

road. An attempt to forget or ignore the past only sets the stage for the resuigance of that 

which is repressed. The comparative work done by Laibach to reawaken disturbing 

memories of fascism and totalitarianism is not just to deal with past traumas, but to foster 

continued awareness of the great scheme of historical continuity. 

Laibach's music and the woik of the NSK attempts to raise consciousness so that 

the memory of trauma will keep the past from being repeated, in effect, to forcefully bring 

about the woric of mourning. Eric L. Santner describes the woik of mourning as, "a 

process of elaborating and integrating the reality of loss or traumatic shock by remembering 

and repeating it in symbolically and dialogically mediated doses; it is a process of 

translating, troping and flguring loss."^ 

The work of mourning, in the German context, involves working through the 

confusion created when the existing power structures of Nazi Germany collapsed. 

6 See Santner, "Histray Beyond the Pleasure Ptindple," 144. 
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According to the psychoanalytic study of Alexander and Margaiete Mitscheilich'̂  regarding 

postwar experience in Germany, the dis^pearance of a strong leading figure, (der Fiihrer, 

Adolf Bfitler), left an over abundance of libidinal energy with no focus. In the context d" 

the former Yugoslavia, a libidinal excess of energy was also present after the death of 

Marshall Josip Broz Tito. The work of mourning and the refocusing of libidinal energies 

was lost in the rafHd insurgence of national sentiments in the various republics. 

Jiirgen Habermas, in the context of the Historikerstreifi in Germany, suggests the 

following: "[t]he Nazi period will be much less of an obstacle to us, the more calmly we 

are able to consider it as the filter through which the substance of our culture must be 

passed, insofar as this substance is adopted voluntarily aiKl consciously."^ The voluntary 

and conscious adoption of the past, specifically the Nazi period, as a filter, implies the 

constant work of memory. There will never be a time or a moment when the past will be 

left behind and put to rest. 

John Torpey provides an introduction to Habermas' discussion of the 

Historikerstreit, which appears in the journal New German Critique. He quotes Habermas' 

hope for the "cultivation of an historical c(Hisciousness which is as incompatible with 

closed and second-hand, unreflective images of history as with any form of conventional 

identity."io The call to reject "second hand, unreflective images" would appear to have the 

7 Vfitscheriich, Alexander and Margaiete. The Tnahilitv to Mourn: Principles of Collective Behavior. New 
Yoric Grove Press, 1975. 

8 The Historikerstreit (histonan's debate) took place in Gennany in die second half of the 1980s. The 
debate centered anmnd how the National Socialist past was to be dealt widi on a national level. Some of 
the people involved with the debate were J&gen Habennas, Ernst Nolte, Andreas ISllgraber and Midiael 
StOrmer. For an introdncticm to this dd>ate see the special issue of New Gennan rririgiie dealing with the 
Historikerstreit, #44, Spiing/Sunimer 1988. 

9 See Habennas, 45. 
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same purpose in Laibach's work. Through their wotic, no second hand answer is 

provided. The audience must create its own answers. 

Laibach does not provide an alternative way d* thinking, rather the group destroys 

the ccMnfortable system of forgetting that people have held onto so dearly. "The effect of 

Laibach's spectacle is radical de-identiflcatioiL"^^ The destruction of pre-existing, 

prescribed history leaves the spectator confused. They must reform their conceptions. As 

survivors of the past, the "overall task, [is] that of formulatiMi."!^ pgr Habermas, the 

Nazi period is undersuxxl as the era of histOTy which must never be forgotten. For 

Laibach, the tememl»ance of aspects of totalitarian regimes. National Socialism included, 

is of extreme importance. To understand the past traumas of the former Yugoslavia, 

(occupation, collaboration, etc.,) all aspects of the past must be worked through. 

George Bussmann discusses the effect of Irwin's art work as "de-construction and 

simultaneously nieo-construction"..."in a putsch like setting."^^ The concept of a neo 

construction applies more to Irwin, the fine arts section, as they provide the spectator with 

a visible image to use as a guide. The image provided is certainly not a cleariy defined 

guide for reconstructing memory, but merely a means of making the spectator question 

their sacred images. 

Laibach performs much the same fimction. Through the work of their projects, 

(music, performance, and rhetoric,) they tear down the safely constructed walls where the 

past is neatly dealt with in a detached marmer. The destruction of these walls serves to mix 

10 See Tapey, 14,15. Origmally fnnn Jiiigea Habennas, "Apologedsche Tendenzen," Eine Art 
Schadensabwiddong (Rankfort a M.; Snhricamp, 1987) 123. 

11 See Zizdc, "The Enligjitenment in Laibach," 86. 

12 See Santner, "History Beyond the Pleasure Principle," 152. 

13 See Bussmann, "Ex Oiiente Lux..." accessed via the NSK world wide web embassy site. 
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all the various elements of the past together and demand that it be sorted through and dealt 

with yet again. The apparently incc^erent spectacle presents a mixture of images from 

seemingly itKX)mpatiUe ideologies. Elements of Nazism are comtxned with elements of 

Stalinism, religious imagery is comtMned with industrial tools, such as sawblades. The 

chaotic mixture, if it is to be straightened out, will require audience participation. This 

inconsistent mixture is ccsitained in the performarKe and work of Laibach and many other 

woiidngs of NSK. The work to find coherence aims to change perceptions through 

repeated efforts. 

Laibach's work may appear as a painful and even a dangerous rehashing of the 

worst elements of the past, in terms of Nazism, Stalinism, etc.. When looked at in the light 

of rememberance, it becomes clearer that the end result could produce a cathartic relation to 

this painful past Those who say that the events of the past can never be repeated, ignore 

the seductive elements that existed within those idedogies. 

Laibach illuminates the seductive power of those ideologies still manifest in both 

Western and Eastern Europe. Several of their projects, fSlovenska Akropola. Opus Dei. 

Sympathy For The E)evil.'> contain thinly veiled re^n'oductions of elements of totalitarianism 

and prove themselves just as seductive today as when they were originally employed. 

According to the Slovenian philosopher Slavoj Zizek, Laibach exposes "the dd totalitarian 

forces that, although they lost the battle, continue with their underground machinations."^^ 

Cleariy the lessons of the past remain unclear. 

When viewed singulariy, the individual projects can be easily misunderstood. They 

are still likely to prove highly seductive in their reproduction of totalitarian iconography, as 

was the case with the Youth Day poster, see Secticm 2.2. Laibach realizes that "our 

expression is multi-layered, so that in csily cme confrontation with it, it is not possible to 

14 See Zizdc, "Eastern European Liberalism," 26. 
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cconpletely comixehend its structures." It is with repeated exposure that the nuanced 

critique of the desire to forget the past, and the ccmtinuous seductive power of totalitarian 

aesthetics comes into focus. 

It is my aim to provide a clearer path through some aspects of their jwoject. The 

three main chapters of this thesis will investigate primarily the workings of Laibach and 

NSK projects in dealing with the past At the same time I will investigate the lure and 

seduction of totalitarian symbols and systems that Laibach exposes in their work. 

1.4 Use of the German Language 

Both Laibach and Neue Slowenische Kunst are German names. Laibach is the 

Gennan name for Ljubljana, the Slovenian capital city and the name of the collective, Neue 

Slowenische Kunst is German for New Slovene Art What message is transmitted through 

the use of the German language rather than Slovenian? Considered in relation to trauma 

and memory, the use of German specifically places Laibach and NSK's work in the context 

of Nazism, the occupation and war. 

Ljubljana was known by the German name Laibach at various points in history. 

The history of occupation contextualized through the German name recalls the domination 

and the (re)shaping of Central Europe; medieval dynasties, the Austro-Hungarian empire, 

the sweeping range of Nazi Germany and fascism. With the use of the Gennan name in 

1980 by the post-punk group Laibach, the following meaning emerges: "the name 

summarizes the hcnror of the communion between totalitarianism and alienaticHi generated 

by production in the form of slavery." 

See NSK. 45. 

For a discussion of the use of the Gennan name Laibach for the city of Ljubljana see NSK. 43. 
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By using the German language and identifying with the fascist elements of National 

Socialist Germany during Woild War II, Laibach is interacting with and rewoidng the 

traumatic past of occupation, collaboration and war. Why is it necessary fcH* Laibach to 

make such a seemingly positive identification with National Socialist Germany and other 

totalitarian regimes? 

Traditional means of opqxising totalitarian regimes were easily crushed and/or 

inccxporated into the socialist system of the former Yugoslavia. Laibach's self image as a 

totalitarian organism more zealous and totalitarian that the state itself caught the Yugoslav 

authorities off guard. In the 1980s, with the begitming of the provocations, Marina Grzinic 

explains that when the former Yugoslavian state condenmed NSK and, with it, Laibach as 

a "point of 'potential tenor and destruction,' the state merely reinforced the opinion that, in 

fact, 'terror and destruction' resided in its [the state's] own core."i^ As Marina Grzinic 

shows, Laibach's provocations often had the intriguing ability to make the Yugoslav state 

unmask itself. Zizek sees Laibach's method as a means of making "the system 'eat its own 

words'" and successfully unmasking the authorities for what they really were. 

L5 The Retro-Principle 

Is Laibach seduced by the power that they usurp in the form of imitation? Is it 

really imitation? lather than considering Laibach's wo± as a form of imitation, it is 

necessary to understand the concept of the retro-principle. In the following ch^ters I will 

discuss the retro-principle as it ^plies to specific examples of Laibach's work (and other 

NSK member groups) through posters, music and rhetoric. A general way of 

See Grziiuc, 7. 

See Zizek, "Eastern European Liberalism," 29. 
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understanding this concept is to look at it as a means of quoting in a postmodern sense 

without critical distance. 

Laibach refutes the belief in originals, be they songs, worics of art, words or 

images. The variance created through a re-woridng of a pre-existing image, song, etc., 

prcxiuces a new interpretation. The new inter[»ietatioa is augmented by the use of materials 

that are likely to be familiar to the audience and therefore, ccntain an already established 

context 

The manipulation of a familiar context is an essential part of Laibach's w^k. It is a 

bringing together of pre-formed notions and ideas with unfamiliar methods. The 

combination of known and unknown elements produces a disturlnng, yet seductive effect 

on the audience. The audience is also effected on several varrying levels, both conscious 

and unconscious. 

Laibach's military appearance was very apparent during a Slovenian television 

interview which aired on June 23, 1983.^0 The interview toe*: jdace in a room covered 

with Laibach posters with staik, harsh lighting. One member of the group delivered 

cryptic, prepared answers to the questions. Laibach's members wore gray-green uniforms, 

boots and sewn on the upper arm of their uniforms were bands consisting of a black cross 

on a white background. The black cross a predominant Laibach symbol, is a direct 

reference to the Russian suprematist artist Kasimir Malevich.2i This highly structured and 

For a discussioa of die workings of the artistic aspects of NSK see Mojca Oblak, "Neue Slowenische 
Kunst and New Slovene Art" 

Excerpts from die interview can be seen in Laih^gl»; \ plro From Slovenia. Excerpts of die interview 
are also printed inside die CD sleeve of die 10 year anniversary re-release of die first Laibach recording 
which was rdeased anonymously. See Ropot Reco ,̂ I99S. 

21 Kasimir Malevich was bom in 1878, in Kiev, and died in Leningrad in 1935. 
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disciplined a{q)ea]:ance enhanced the image of the de-individualized collective unity of the 

group. 

The uniform Laibach chose for their television appearance recalls a group of 

Malevich's supporters known as "Unovis" ("Affirmation of New Art"). Laibach's 

television ^pearance is an example of an embodiment, in this case in their appearance, of 

the retro-principle. Unovis was a group organized as a party, "with its own emblem 

[whose] supporters wore Wack squares sewn on their sleeves. "22 

The audience is unaUe to merely let Laibach's expression pass them by or passively 

observe what is presented to them. The spectator is fcxced to participate in an effort to 

make some sense out of the confusion produced by the Laibach spectacle. The 

performance has challenged the accepted narratives of history and the audience must now 

review their beliefs. Although the individual is confronted with an usettling disruption of 

the status quo, there is no guarantee nor any suggestion that each individual will react 

similarly. The reactions vary with the time, place and individual context, as is the case with 

all experience. 

By refuting the notion of originality, Laibach expands the potential quantity of 

materials that they may work with. Laibach creates an effect that is unique for each 

individual. Like any code or sign, what Laibach creates and works with is subject to 

differentiation of meaning and interpretation as the context in which the image is 

encountered and changes through time. The experience is also effected by each 

individual's understanding and personal background. 

The manner in which Laibach was regarded prior to the political shifts of the later 

1980s is very different from their reception today. The changing face and identity of 

Eastem Europe requires that the eariy material produced by Laibach be seen in a new light 

See Troels, 25. 
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The ccmtext in which Laibach's work was understood when it first emerged no longer 

exists. The newly devel(^)ed contextual arena provides many new opportunities for 

enlightenment and confusicn. Ccmfusicns may develop into revelations and what was (»ice 

clear may becc»ne more confusing and disturbing. 
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2. CHAPTER ONE: THE RETRO-PRINCIPLE IN GRAPHIC ARTS 

2.1 Poster Art (Novi Kolektivizm - New CoUectivisin^^) 

The group New Collectivism is responsiUe for grafdiic arts. New Collectivism 

uses the primary forum of the political poster although other projects include book covers, 

CD/iecoid album jackets and "oveial images of cultural and pditical manifestations."-'̂  

Posters are for public display and are meant to be seen by masses of people. They 

have a greater potential of conveying a message to larger audiences than an art exhibit 

housed in a gallery. Due to the greater exposure, there is an increased potential for 

manipulation on a grand scale. The retro-principle is £^>plied to the work of New 

Cdlectivism as a means of using images and materials that the spectator will easily 

recognize. It is the manner in which New Collectivism manipulates the materials which 

may be unfamiliar. 

The employment of the retro-principle is a function of memory and dealing with 

trauma. The combination of strong visual images from pre-existing totalitarian regimes 

mixed in challenging combinations, causes a reaction in the spectator. New Collectivism 

regards its work as partaking in the process of deahng with the problematic past of Worid 

War II and the postwar era. This process is evident in the works of other Neue 

Slowenische Kunst members as well. By helping to process memory by means of 

complicating the desire to forget. New Collectivism attempts to ensure an awareness of 

history. 

With an awareness of history, the likelihood of history repeating itself is 

diminished. Does the public reaction automatically affirm New Collectivism's intent? 

According to its initiators, "New Collectivism believes that society and its individuals do 

23 Ccmceinmg the design group Novi Kolektivizm (New Collectivism) see 267-268. 

24seeI4SK. 267. 
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not want bistcsy to repeat itself. That is why their posters have a sedative influence on the 

raticHial mind, exhibiting at the same time a disturt^g appeal to the puUic."^^ 

The various interpretations and levels understanding the projects in implied in the 

different reacticsis of the rational mind in contrast to the puUic, ccanmonplace mentality. 

When the works are seen on their own, there is a disturbance, but notice that it is not 

merely a disturbance, but rather a disturbing ^peal. The appeal refers back to the 

powerfully seductive elements in totalitarian imagery and design. 

As mentioned eaiiier. New Collectivism is well aware of the potential for 

manipulaticm on a large scale through the poster. The totalitarian ideologies espoused in 

these posters refer back to the messages d* totalitarianism, as well as the means of their 

mass manipulation. Rather than identifying with the aesthetics of fascism, OT more 

appropriately, totalitarianism, this identification serves as a reminder of the dangers 

involved in association with the identiflcation with avant-garde movements mentioned in 

section 1.2-"The Founding of NSK". The identification reflects the manner in which 

avant-garde movements were all too easily enccxnpassed in totalitarian regimes. This 

association suggests the possibility of similar actions in this case as well, necessitating 

caution and awareness. 

2.2 The Youth Day Poster 

The Youth Day poster created by New Collectivism was for a competition 

celebrating Youth Day in the former Yugoslavia on Tito's birthday. May 25. The selection 

25 ITOOI an interview with New Collectivism cdginally printed in Mladim and Mentor in 1987, see 
272. 

26 Regarding the Youth Day Poster and the scandal diat ensued see the article The Poster Scandal-New 
Collectivism and the Youth Day," by T ilijana Stepandc available on the NSK worid wide web embassy 
site. The NSK biograf̂ y NSK also deals wiflj die Youth Day poster scandal, see NSK 274-277. 



of the official poster for Youth Day was announced in February of 1987. The poster 

chosen was New CoUectivism's poster and the resulting upxar over the poster led to it 

being revoked and another poster being chosen in its place. 

The poster that the New Collectivism created rewoiiced an image of N(m Kunst, 

(Nazi Art), Richard Klein's 'Das Dritte Reich' ("The Third Reich") from 1936. Klein's 

work shows a very muscular, Aryan youth carrying a torch held high in one hand and the 

National Socialist flag unfurled behind him in the other hand. The image fully embodies 

fascist and nationalist aesthetics. 

The New Collectivism replaced the German Natioaal Socialist flag with the 

Yugoslav flag. Most notably, the star of the Yugoslav flag replaced the swastika of the 

German flag. Atop the Hag in the New CoUectivism's poster sits a dove, a symbol of 

peace, in contrast to the German eagle in the Klein version. Where Klein's work used the 

German coat of arms, the New Collectivism inserted the six torches "symbolizing the six 

Yugoslav nations. "27 The New Collectivism discretely compared Yugoslavia with fascist 

Germany, yet the critique proved too subtle for the judges to see. 

The judges choice of a thinly disguised reproduction of Richard Klein's 'Das Dritte 

Reich' poignantly reveals the continued, though perliaps not openly acknowledged 

existence of fascist, totalitarian aesthetics in the former Yugoslavia. The deemed 

appropriateness of New CoUectivism's image points at the inherent nationalistic 

undercurrents existent at the time. The year 1987 was seven years after Tito's death and 

three years before Slovenia's bid for succession from the imion of former Yugoslavia. 

New CoUectivism's choice erf" the Youth Day event as the fcMimi for such a 

provocation places their critique close to home. As described by UUjana Stepandc in her 

article on the scandal. Youth Day was begun in 1945 and held every year on Tito's 

27 See Stepandc, "Poster Scandal." 
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birthday. The celebration consisted of two parts; a delivery of mail and the subsequent 

mass rally where the mail would be hand delivered to Nfeirshall Tito. 

The rally, "resembling a mass, military-style ethncdogical gynmastic ritual," where 

"[t]he youth from all over Yugoslaxaa were on hand this day to express their allegiance to 

the thought and work of comrade Tito,"^^ embodies elements of a fascist aesthetic not 

officially recognized as such. The fanaticized enthusiasm revolving around one central, 

leading figure ("Fuftrer"), was meant to inspire and organize the youth of the nation. The 

unrecognized fascist elements have undeniable potential for (re)interpretation by New 

Collectivism. 

The totalitarian experience of the Yugoslav Youth Day celebration was one in which 

the public participated without reflecting on the significance and/or consequences of their 

behavior. The existence of the celebration within a country and a time period, that 

supposedly had dealt with the totalitarian past and put it behind them, reveals the relevance 

of New Collectivism's work and Neue Slowenische Kimst as a whole. The controversy 

siuTounding the poster shows that "the power of their [the political posters] aesthetic effect 

depends on their ability to reveal that which the ruling society does not want to see."29 In 

this case, participation in and support of questionable state-sanctioned activities was what 

those involved in this scandal did not want to acknowledge. 

The discussion that developed in media circles, both in the former Yugoslavia and 

internationally, created a forum where the issues of fascism and totalitarianism were once 

again being discussed, if only in an accusatory manner directed towards the New 

Collectivism and NSK. The past of Worid War II and the traumas associated with it 

(occupation, collaboration, etc.) that were obviously not fully dealt with had worked their 

28 See Stepandc, Toster Scandal." 

29 See Stepandc, "Poster Scandal." 
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way to the surface again and were demanding to be dealt with. The trauma resurfaced and 

the wounds were re(^ned. Was the result the disintegration of the Yugoslav Republic a 

few short years later? After 1988, Youth Day was no longer officially observed. The 

faulty seams of the structure holding the union together had been exposed as old and rusty, 

relying on antiquated, rejected totalitarian ideologies. Awareness did not allow the 

perpetuaticm of these events. 

23 Laibach Posters 

The Youth Day poster and its relation to the Youth Day celebration is similar to an 

eariier Laibach poster from 1983 entitled "The Instrumentality of the State Machine." The 

poster, "The InstrumentaliQr of the State Machine" exhibits a reworking of a Nazi rally in 

that the swastikas have been replaced by the Laibach black cross (itself a reworking of 

Malevich's suprematist black cross). The rally shows an individual addressing the masses, 

presumably Adolf Hitler, the Fuhrer Geader) of National Socialist Germany. With the 

association of the Yugoslav Youth Day celebration in mind, Laibach's poster "The 

Instrumentality of the State Machine" expresses a similar critique. A mass rally organized 

to produce frenzied alliance to Marshall Tito had little distinction from fascist rallies in the 

Third Reich organized to produce frenzied alliance to Hitler. 

By taking a well known image of the Nazi party rallies and re-presenting it with the 

symbols of Laibach, another excellent example of the retro-principle is produced. Without 

knowing the title, it would appear that Laibach wish to associate themselves with this 

power structure. When the title, "The Instrumentality of the State Machine" is considered, 

then it becomes Laibach's critique of methods used in state systems, not singularly defined 

through Nazism, but nonetheless uneasily associated with those structures. 
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Many of Laibach's posters use images of the Berlin Dadaist, John Heartfield.^^ 

The Laibach black cross by itself is a reworidng of Malevich's suprematist black cross. 

Another of Laibach's images is the superimposition of Malevich's Mack cross to form a 

swastika of blades. This would seem to be an alliance with Nazism in the shape of its most 

infamous symbol, the swastika. 

When viewed within the context of John Heartfield's montage "Der aUe 

Wahlspruch im 'neuen' Reich: Blut und Eisen"^^ the connotations change. John 

Heartfield's woiic 'Deralte Wahlspruch..." consists of four blades bound together to form 

a swastika with blood dripping from the blades. It suggests that the swastika as a symbol, 

represents death. Blut und Eisen (blood and iron) a reference to a motto of World War I, is 

now carried over to "the 'new' Reich". Heartfield declares that the new system is merely 

the same system prevalent during Worid War I recycled. The statement is equally 

appropriate for Laibach's purposes, exposing much of the Socialist functions of the former 

Yugoslavia as totalitarianism recycled. 

Another adaptation of a Heartfield montage is the 1986 Laibach poster "Resurr 

Exit" based on John Hearfield's "WiV im Mittelalter...so im Dritten Reich" ("As in the 

Middle Ages, so too in the Third Reich"). John Heartfield's montage is itself an 

appropriation erf" a relief sculpture image re[nesenting a medieval torture wheel.32 a human 

would be strapped to the wheel and then stretched to pull apart the joints and dislodge 

them. The effect on the victim was not death, but extreme, repeated torture and pain. John 

30 John Heaitfleld was b(»n June 19,1891 in Berlin, Schmargendorf and died April 26,1968 in (East) 
Bedin. 

31 The old motto in the 'new' Reich; blood and iron". 

32 Along side the relief of the medieval torture whed in John Heaitfidd's photcnnontage arc the following 
words; 'Aufs Rod geflochtener Mann in einer alten St̂ skirche in Tubingen." See Giosz/Heartfield-The 
Artist as Social Critic. 78. 
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Heartfleld replaced the torture wheel with the swastika, dr^ng a semi-naked man, covered 

only with a sheet, over the arms of the swastika. The Christ-like image a crucifixion 

draws a strcmg correlation between the structures of Nazism and the catholic church.^^ 

The poster "Resurr Exit" replaces Heartfield's swastika with Laibach's black cross, 

but still retains the exact image of a neaiiy-naked, crucified individual. Surrounding tibe 

image are strands of thorns, calling to mind another Christian reference; Christ's crown of 

thorns. The black cross and the crown of thorns are intricate parts d" the main symbol of 

Neue Slowenische KunsL The NSK symbol situates their work within "the problem of 

domination and manipulative strategies in all forms - totalitarian (communist and national 

socialist), patriarchal. Christian.The symbd contains many of the references 

manipulated in the collective's work. A critique of industry and industrial alienation are 

represented in the cog wheel, while the references to Malevich and Heartfleld through the 

use of the black cross refer to totalitarianism. Patriarchy is evoked in the use of nationalist, 

mythic images like the deer antlers and Chrisitianity is present in the image of the thorns. 

A painting by the group Irwin entitled "Cross Breeding"35 (1989) again depicts the 

axes bound together forming the swastika with blood dripping from the blades. Draped 

over the handles of the axes is the semi-naked individual mentioned earlier. The image can 

be seen as a connecting image between the crucified image of the man on the swastika 

(Heartfield's image) and the crucifixion on Laibach's black cross. The black cross often 

33 John FleartHeld's {^otomontage entided "Normalisierung in Osterreich" shows four men cutting the ends 
of the swastika dT. The end result of this "normalization" would be the ttansformation of the swastika into 
a cross. The juxtiqiositioo of the churdi and National Socialism shows the similarities between die two 
power structures. The image also ciitidzes die image of the diurch as shelter. The diurdi sheltered many 
Nazis as opposed to being a shelter fra* the masses against a tyrannical state system. 

34 See Oblak, 12. 

35 See 119. 
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has the crucifix of blades superimposed upon it With this correlation in mind, Laibach's 

black cross, even alone, symbolizes death through the totalitarian idedogy of Nazism. 

23 Anselm Kiefer^® 

Laibach and the other group members of Neue Slowenische Kunst are certainly not 

the only artists to rework painful images in an attempt to deal with past traumas. The woik 

of the German artist Anselm Kiefer is characteristic of such an effort CX" particular interest 

in reworking the past through images are the series of photographs from 1969 entided 

'Besetzjungen' ("Occupations"). 

The various photographs of 'Besetzungen' show the artist, Anselm Kiefer, in 

various settings perfoiming the Hitler greeting. One of the first photographs has the 

following statement printed at the tc :̂ 'Zwischen Sommer und Herbst 1969 habe ich die 

Schweiz, Frahkreich und Italien besetzt. These introductory words combined with the 

Hitier greeting situate the artist's work within the historical situation of World War II. It 

would appear that "sensing the presence of Worid War Two everywhere in contemporary 

Germany, Anselm Kiefer found its resonance powerful and inescapable, and felt compelled 

to confrcmt this reality almost daily."^® Not only is he executing a taboo act but his choice 

of where to perform the taboo act is especially relevant 

One photogn^h shows the artist standing along the rocky sea shore. He is facing 

out upon the expanse of sea with his right hand stifly raised in the salute. Beyond the 

action and setting are the clothes of the artist; his short pants tucked into his knee high 

36 Anseim Kiefer is a Gennan artist bora March 8,1945 in Bavaria, Germany. 

37 "Between summer and fall of 1969,1 occupied Switzerland, France and Italy.'̂  See Rosenthal, 15. 

38 See Rosenthal, 17. 
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bcxsts recall the Nazi uniforms of National Socialism. The image of the artist calls to mind 

a well known image from German Romanticism. 

The I9th centnry German Rcmantic painter Caspar David Friedrich has a painting 

entitled "Der Wanderer uber dem Nebebneef ("The Wanderer above the Misty Sea") which 

has many similar elements. Caspar David Friedrich's painting from I8I8 shows a man 

atop several rocks looking out to sea, but this sea is a sea of clouds as he has been hiking in 

the mountains. The feeling evoked is that of a man facing the vastness of Nature, his 

central position in the painting shows the man as the dominator over that which he gazes 

out upon. 

In contrast, yet still with striking similari^, Anselm Kiefer's photograph from 

" Besetzungen" shows the artist as a central flgure and the sense of dominance is less 

conveyed through a gaze as through the taboo act of the Hitler greeting. Combined with 

the title of "Besetzmgen" ("Occupations") the cormotation of the human attempt to colonize 

and occupy by means of ideology is drawn^  ̂. Other photographs from "Besetzungen" 

show the artist in front of large, military statues. In all of the photographs, the artist's 

surroundings combined with the taboo act form the critique of the ideology of fascism and 

attempts to forcefully occupy other areas and thereby, expand the reign of control and 

influence. 

Andreas Huyssen discusses Anselm Kiefer's apparent alliance of his identity with 

that of the occupying force of National Socialism. Huyssen explain that "[t]he artist does 

not identify with the gesture of Nazi occupation, he ridicules it, satirizes iL""^® By making 

39 An article by Eric L Santner entitled "The Trouble with (fider Postwar German Aesth^cs and die 
Legacy of Fasdsm" discusses Anselm Kiefer's series of [diotogiaphs "Besetzungen" as wdl. 

40 See the discussion ci Anselm Kiefer's wock in idation to Vergangenheitsbewaitigmg (coming to terms 
widi the past) in Andreas Huyssen's book Twilight Memories. 209-247. For this specific qnote see 
Huyssen, 215. 
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a gesture that symbolizes death and dominance to so many into an image of ridicule and 

satire, Anselm Kiefer makes the trauma of World War Two his arena of work. 

Kiefer effectively works through the traumatic memories of National Socialism and 

the occupation, both mentally and physically, that it exerted on individuals in society. He 

does not recreate a final, acceptable image of die past that can allow the spectator to deal 

with this past once and for all. Anselm Kiefer's work rather, "is emphatically about 

memory, not about forgetting. 

41 See Huyssen, 210. 
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3. CHAPTER TWO: THE RETRO-PRINaPLE IN MUSIC 

3.1Y ugoslav Provocations 

The previous chapter [Ht>vides examples of the use of the retro-piinciple in graphic 

design and posters. A return to well known images and aesthetics {Hxxiuces a new meaning 

when situated in another context Laibach is first and fcxemcst a musical group. 

Therefore, their employment of the retro-principle naturally focuses primarily on music. 

Rather than producing images that have a pre-constructed context for the spectator, 

Laibach uses songs that are likely to be familiar for most listeners. The listener recognizes 

the song Laibach has chosen to rework and brings to it pre-existing associations from the 

previous version. Laibach uses well known songs to enhance the effect of their music, 

(Queen's One Vision, The Rolling Stones' Sympathy For The Devil, The Beatles' Get 

Back, Edwin Starr's War,). Laibach mutates the materials (the songs, rhythms, lyrics, 

etc.) and produces a multi-layered effect on their listeners. The effect is multi-layered in 

that the listener is reacting to Laibach's version, but also to all prior associations of eariier 

versions. Chris Bohn, the British music critic and writer of a documentary film on 

Laibach'*- sees that, "[tjracking the traces of these original songs brings you to the source 

of present traumas.'̂ ^ 

The Freudian notion of returning to traumas to deal with the present and forge a 

future applies to Laibach's music as it does to all of Neue Slowenische Kunst's 

provocations. The group's first album was released anonymously and without a title due to 

a four year ban on the appearance of the name "Laibach" in print, in effect from 1983 to 

1987.44 The majority of songs from this first album provoke and re-interpret the state 

The film is Laibadi: A Rhn From Slovenia, directed by Danid Landin, written by Chris Bohn, 1993, 
Mute Hlms. 

43 See Bohn, "LAIBACH: NATO." 
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structure of the foimer Yugoslavia. The language used most prominently on this album is 

Slovenian, which suggests that their target audience is close to hcmie. 

The critique of the songs from this first album would appear, at first glance, to be a 

complete alliance with the state policies such as physical education, national health, labor, 

national defense, environment, etc. For the listener from the former Yugoslavia, the state 

policies mentioned and the quotes from Marshal Josip Btoz Tito, specifically the quote 

featured cm the track "Panoiama,"'̂ ^ would be familiar. As shown up to this point, 

Laibach's music plays a large role in situating the listener by combining familair elements, 

(speeches, previously used rhythms, etc.,) with the new elements of the Laibach approach. 

Laibach also uses the artwork on the CD jackets to enhance the experience. The spectator 

is engulfed audibly through the music and visually through the art w(»-k. The choice of 

artwork for the cover design provides a clue to the direction Laibach intends to persue in 

this critique. 

The previous chapter discussed the New Collectivism's appropriation of the John 

Heartfield photomontage "Wie im Mittelalter, so im Dritten Reich' which they entitled 

"Resurr Exit" The cover image of a nearly naked man crucified on the black cross of 

Laibach sets the stage for this early example of ideological critique. 

A quote on the back of the CD sleeve reads "Politics is the highest and all-

embracing art, and we who create contemporary popular art consider ourselves politicians." 

The quote, itself an examfde of the retro-principle in rhetoric, paraphrases the Nazi German 

 ̂For a discussion the censorship of die use of the group's name "Laibadi" in the press, see the inside 
jacket of the CD entided T-AIRACH (1995 Rcqxk Records, Ljubljana, Slovenija). The CD is a re-release of 
the original album fen* die ten year anniversary. See "A Word from the Editor" fn the details of the ban. 

45 The quote from the track Tanorama" is as follows: "Bodi those in the East and those in the West 
should recognize the fact that we are not moving away from our path in fneign pdic  ̂diat we beat in '48. 
That is to say that we have our own way. that we always lively say what is rî t on this side and what is 
not, and what is right on the other side and what is not It should be dear to "everyone" that we cannot be 
appendages of anyone's policy, that we have our own point of view and Aat we know the value of what is 
rî t and what is not rigfat." - Josip Broz Uto - LAIBACH, see TATRACTT- Ropot Records. 1995. 
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propaganda minister Josef Goebbels. The quotes locates Laibach within the realm of art, 

but raises art to a higher level of activity, the level of political {^vocation. Laibach, as 

well as the other groups of NSK, recognize the potential of reaching a larger mass through 

popular culture and its manipulation. The politician of pc^ular culture reaches a larger 

audience than his/her traditional political counterpart 

3.2 Expanding the Arena of ProvocaticMi: Opus Dei (1987) 

The sheer number of swastikas in the art work of the album sleeve to Opus Dei 

positions Laibach's critique within the woikings of fascism and Nazism. The swastikas 

are not traditional swastikas. These swastikas are the previously described swastikas that 

are reworidngs of the John Heartfield swastikas consisting of four bound, bloody ax 

blades. The re-release of the anonymous, first Laibach album had a more narrow focus, 

that of the former Yugoslavia and used the Slovenian language almost exclusively. Opus 

Dd expands the theater of manipulation and provocation. The association with John 

Heartfield's montage and his position against Nazism and what the swastika suxxi for, 

place Laibach in a similar alliance. 

The songs of Opus Dei are mainly in German and English. Whereas Marshall Josip 

Broz Tito was quoted and reworked on the anonymous, first release, here Winston 

Churchill, the prime minister of England during Worid War Two, is the subject of 

Laibach's song "The Great Seal." The song, "The Great Seal," has the following Winston 

Churchill quote; 

46 Opus Dd. Mute Records, 1987. 
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We shall go on to the end. We shall flght on the seas and oceans. We shall fight 
with growing ccmfidence and growing strength in the air. We shall defend our 
island, whatever the cost may be. We shall fight on the beaches. We shall fight on 
the landing ground. We shall fight in the fields and in the streets. We shall fight in 
the hills. We shall never surrender.^^ 

Using one of Chuichill's most famous speeches with the ccxitext^^ of fighting against and 

defeating Nazi forces (the Luftwaffe), symbolically situates Laibach in opposition to 

Nazism and totalitarianism. 

With the release Opus Dei. Laibach shifts the focus from sdely naticxialistic 

images and rhetoric found in their hcnneland to nationalism on a grand scale. The position 

Laibach takes against the riietoric prcxiuced by the state of Yugoslavia, and Laibach's 

symbolic alliance with anti-fascist forces (see "The Great Seal"), show Laibach fighting a 

similar battle against the forces of totalitarianism, which are still alive and repeatedly 

resurfacing. 

Laibach reworks other pre-existing pop songs on Opus Dei. The song, "Leben 

heifit Leben'', is an adaptation and translaticn of the pop song, "Live is Life" by the Euro-

group Opus. Another song, "One Vision" by the English rock group Queen, hardly seem a 

threat in English. When translated into German, the Laibach version "Geburt einer 

Nation," ("Birth of a Nation") arouses uneasy images of Naticmal Socialist riietoric. 

Laibach's choice of the German language over the original English text, in both cases, 

enhances the nationalistic tone of the songs. 

The original English lyrics provcrfced little if any fear, but Laibach's reproduction 

brings fear to the forefront In the case of "Leben heifit Leben," the use of German, 

47 Sec Laibach, The Great Seal." Opus Dei. 

48 The context is that the allied tioops, diou  ̂severly outnumbered defeated the Luftwaffe. The Battle of 
Britain is seen as a turmng point in World War Two, at least in the Eun )̂ean arena. Laibach, diou  ̂a 
smaller force riian the state system of the former Yugoslavia, diat they would take on, could be seen as 
predicting their own eventual success. 
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combined with a hynm-iike chorus, more conunon to religious services than pop music, 

critiques the call to unity and group ccxnmitmenL 

Wann immer wir Kraft gebeni Geben wir das Beste/ All unser Kormen, unser 
Streben/ Und denken nicht an Festell 
Und die Kraft bekommen alle! Wir bekommen nur das Beste! Wenn jedermann auch 
alles gibtf Dann wird auch jeder aUes kriegenf Leben heifit Lebenl! 
Leben heifit Leben/Werm wir alle den Schmerz fiihlen/ Leben heifit Lebenl Heifit die 
Mengen erleben/Leben heifit Leben/ Heifit das Land erlebenll 
Wann immer wir Krc  ̂geben! Geben wir das Beste! Ml user Konnen, unser Streben! 
Und denken nicht an Feste! Von jedem wird alles gegeben! Und jeder kann aufjeden 
zffMen! Leben heifit Leben!! 
Welch ein Gliick dqfi es vorbei ist!Wir dachten nicht wird anders! Jeder Augenblick 
der Zukunft! 1st ein Gedanke an vorher! Weil wir alle Kraft vergeben! Wfr gaben 
alles Beste! Und jedermann jetzt nichts mehr hat! Und der Tod nun aller harrt! Leben 
heifit Leben! {Leben heifit Leben, Opus Dei. Mute Records, 1987.) 

Such a call fits perfectly into Laibach's voluntary suppression of individuality in favor of 

the collective. 

The song ''Geburt einer Nation' opens with organ music, rather out of place in a 

pop song. The organ music is then drowned out by the sound of a falling bomb. The 

image evoked is that of war. The lyrics, which are barked out rather than sung, resemble 

Hitler's maimer of addressing the German nation en masse at National Socialist rallies. 

The call is the same; "Ein Fleisch, ein Blut, ein wahrer Glaube. Eine Rasse und ein Traum, 

ein starker Wille"... "Es gibt nur eine Richtung, eine Erde und ein Volk. The words are 

common to all nationalist rhetoric, but Laibach's use of German reminds the worid of 

Nazism and the dangerous "hidden reverse" of such a call. 

The term, "hidden reverse," a concept used by Slavoj Zizek,50 greatly clarifies 

Laibach's project Their apparent identification with the totalitarian systems used in their 

49 "One flesh, one blood, one troe belief. One race and one dream, (me strong will" ..."There is only one 
direction (path), one earth and one people." [my translation] 

50 2[izek's discussion of die "hidden reverse" to which I am refening here is from the documentary film 
Laibach: A Fftni Fimm Slnvenia 
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work serves as a means of exposing how an individual identifies with an ideological 

system. This unrecognized identification is what allows the system to continue to cerate 

successfully. 

When the point of identification is exposed, so that the workings of the structure are 

made visible, the system falls apart Zizek explains how an "official ideology [is] based on 

a certain split, between acknowledged public values and the Hifler reverse. The two 

different faces of a totalitarian ideology are what permit the fa9ade to cover up the 

manipulative structure.^- One the one hand are the everyday workings which allow people 

to feel good and believe in their leader. The reverse of this is the unpleasant reality of what 

is necessary for such a facade to survive and prosper. If the unpleasant necessities are 

made plainly visible to society, the seduction of the smooth running facade diminishes. 

Laibach's work, as with the projects of all of NSK, shows the undeilying forces 

prevalent in the everyday social structures that make up the spectator's life. Laibach's very 

existence was an unsettling and somewhat embarrassing presence for the state of the former 

Yugoslavia. Laibach threatened to expose the inner workings of the state which produced 

them. 

51 SeeLaibadi: A Hhn From Slovenia 

52 A painting by the group Irwin from a series of five paintings entitled "Nature Morta' shows a face with 
the underiying skull partially exposed. This image is placed dirough a hole in the foreground which is the 
black cross of Laibach. This face widi the exposed skull is from a John Heartfidd photomontage entided 
"Das Gesicht des Fascismus" (The Face of Fascism'̂ . The face used in the montage is the face d Benito 
Mussolini, the fasdst ruler of Italy during Worid War Two, see Siepmann, 14. 
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33 Further Conquests: Let It Be^^ (1988) and Sympathy For The Devil ^4 (1988) 

While the New Collectivism chose the pcditical poster to reach large masses and 

further their influence, Laibach chose to use two of the most recognized groups in pop 

music for their manipulation, "[t]he Beatles and the Rolling Stones are merely bricks in the 

walls of our fortress."^  ̂ Laibach's musical productions in 1988 are excellent examples of 

the retro-principle in full acticm. With the popularity d" the Beades and the Rolling Stones, 

Laibach could be sure that a very large audience would be familiar with the songs they 

chose to recycle. Laibach was very familiar with the potential for large scale manipulation 

through the vehicle of pop music, "Pop is music for sheep and we are wolves disguised as 

shepherds."^® 

The Beatles' Let It Be signified the band's own disintegration as a group. The 

choice of this album over other Beatles' albums parallels the disintegration of the former 

Yugoslavia. The Irwin paintings contained on the inner sleeve of the CD "The Four Riders 

of the Apocalypse," would appear to hint at the apocalyptic changes waiting arcnmd the 

comer in the following year, 1989. 

The song "Maggie Mae - (Auf der Luneburger Heide & Was Gleicht Wohl Auf 

ErdenY is the erne track which is not an original Beatles' track. As the subtitle "AM/ der 

Luneburger Heide & Was Gleicht Wohl AufErden" shows, this song is an appropriation 

of a traditional German Wanderlied (hiking song). The Laibach song, especially in the 

reworked formula, seems to be a clichd of the image of Germans hiking and singing. 

53 See Laibach, Let It Be. Mute Reccnds, 1988. 

54- See Laibach, Syrppathy For The E)evil. Mute Records, 1988. 

55 See tiSK. 59. 

56Seeî SK. 59. 
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C'J 
enjoying the outdoors, 'fiisch, fromm, frohlich und frei. The original hiking song, 

which serves as the spring board for the Laibach versicn, exempifies a 'volldsch' element 

of national identity. This song, as with other Wanderlieder like it, has been usurped by 

neo-Nazi groups as characteristic of tradition and nation. The celebration of tradition and 

"voUdsch" elements protects and strengthens one group (Neo Nazis, etc.) against a 

perceived outside enemy. Unity against a threat, either real or imagined, has been an often 

used rally call to protect against disintegration of group unity. The rising national sentiment 

in Slovenia, as in other former Yugoslav repuUics, in the face of the disintegration of 

Y ugoslavia is a subtext to this song. 

The manner in which Sympathy For The Devil is reworked serves as a mirror 

image of the view the West has had of the East. Once again, Zizek provides a useful way 

to understand Laibach's methods. 

Communication is, of course, structured like a paradoxical circle in which the 
receiver [Laibach, in this case] returns the sender [the West] his own message in its 
inverted form, i.e. it is the decentered Other that decides the true meaning of what we 
have said.^® 

Laibach once again fully ads^ts to the field of manipulation. This time the chosen arena is 

not fascism or another totalitarian political system, but rather the West's gaze upon the 

East 

Traditionally the Balkans have been seen as a war-prone, underdeveloped region, 

stuck in the 19th century. In an article discussing national identity in postwar East-Central 

Europe, Richard S. Esbenshade remarks that "[i]n the West there is a temptation to view 

57 The reference to "fiisch, fi-omm, fi-ohlich undfireV (fresh, devout, happy and free) comes from I^edrich 
Ludwig Jahn (1778-1852). Jahn was a Swiss gymnastics enthusiast, considered the "Father of 
G>'mnastics", who advocated the healdi of Ae nation's yootL I£s ideas were later adopted by Ifitler and the 
National Socialists. In 1935 the National League for Physical Exercise was founded which incorporated his 
ideas. Jahn's principles were later applied to the M(/eryugem/(Ifider Youth). See Ueberhorst, 59-84. 

 ̂See Zizek, "The Enlightenment in Laibach," 83. 
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history and memory in Eastern Europe as 'out of control,' with tribal passions, blood 

feuds, and "primitive' ethnic strife 'threatening stability in Europe.The rest of Western 

Europe, racing towards the 21st century, looks upon the Balkans as a quaint, yet austere, 

image of what once was. They see a romantic relic from the past still alive in this hidden 

comer of Europe. 

The tracks on Svmpathv For The Devil, play up this image, giving the West what is 

wants to see in extreme exaggeration. Laibach appears as "the Enemy"...''the fanatic' who 

'over identifies' instead of maintaining a proper distance from the dispersed plurality of 

subject positions.They assume a position that permits, if only partially, those who are 

disturbed by their performance to believe their fears are justifled. This position cannot be 

fully satisfying in that the answer is too easy and the spectacle is too fascinating. 

At the same time that Laibach reflects the exaggerated, western view of the Balkans, 

intertextual references to Nazism lie just below the surface and in some cases the references 

are plain as day. The references to Nazism create further problems. "Liberal intellectuals 

refuse it [nationalism], mock it, yet at the same time stare at it with powerless 

fascination."^^ The knowledge that such a performance should be condemned and 

certainly should not be enjoyed, clouds the "liberal" spectator's ability to see the deeper 

work going on. The spectator is preoccupied with reacting property, in this case, 

condenming Nazism. Voluntary (over)censorship, almost like a knee jerk reaction, 

interferes with an q^pretiation of the variety of messages in Laibach's critique. Nazism is 

not the only target of critique in Svmpathv For The Devil. The critique of Nazism creates a 

parallel for a critique of the United Nations. The link is created through the art work. 

59 See Esbenshade, 73. 

60 See Ziiek, "Eastern European Liberalism," 46. 

61 See Zizek, "Eastern European Liberalism," 31. 
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The artwoiic for Sympathy For The Devil is Nazi Kunst (Nazi art). Nazi Kunst is 

one of Laibach's declared materials fa* manipulation.^^ The front cover shows a 

stereotypical, blond-haired, blue-eyed "Aryan" family in front of the German coat of arms. 

The family (mother, father and four children) enthusiastically embody the Aryan dream. 

The words "Sympathy For The Devil" arch across the top of the German coat of arms and 

"LAIBACH" appears across the bottom. 

The back cover shows a similar, familial scene; a statue of mother, father and 

(male) child in frcmtof the United Nations symbol. This time, the words "Sympathy For 

The Devil 11" arch over the picture and again "LAIBACH" is printed across the bottom. 

The correlation is made between National Socialism and the United Nations through the 

juxtaposition of the background images and Nazi Kunst. 

The denotation "Sympathy For The Devil IF (my emphasis) suggests that aspects 

of the United Nations are a continuation of ideas from Naticsial Socialism. Previously 

mentioned state pdicies such as national health, labor, national defense and the 

environment were critiqued earlier in regards to the state system of the former Yugoslavia. 

Those same policies were important to National Socialism and are policies which the 

United Naticms continues to observe and regulate on a worldwide scale. While these 

policies are of concern to every nation, Laibach critiques the maimer in which the West, by 

means of the United Nations, uses these global concerns to police the East It is assumed 

by many in the West that the United Nations works for the good of us all, but is it merely 

for the good of the Western world? 

The irmer sleeve contains a woiid map divided into time zones entitied "NSK State 

Zones". The underlying coimection of all the images appears to be worid (X'ganizations or 

62 The materials of Laibach's manipulation aie "industrial production, Nazi-kunst, totalitarianism, 
bniitism, ..̂ d, of couise, disco," see NSK. 44. 
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organizations that aspire to world status. Be it Nazism or present day wganizations such as 

the United Nations and NATO, the organization d" power is always the same; top down. 

West to East, 1st world to 2nd and 3rd worlds. The exchange is never balanced and the 

cost is very high. 

The Rolling Stones' version of "Sympathy For The Devil" postures Mick Jagger as 

the mouthpiece of Satan, explaining his presence through history at the most memorable 

events. The second Laibach track "Sympathy For The Devil {Dem Teitfel Zugeneigt)" 

addresses Nazism. "Satan," through the singer identifles himself in this case with the 

German National Socialist army; "In Deutschkmd war ich ein Panzer General, ein 

Blitzkrieg Lichtung, der totet Oberall.." 

The video for "Sympathy For The Devil" plays up the romanticized image of the 

Balkans. The opening depicts an aged castle, associated often with Dracula The castle is 

decorated as a hunting 'Lustschlofi' ("pleasure castle") should be. There is a prominently 

placed stuffed bear overseeing the feast At the table, Laibach is living up to the barbarian 

image the West wants to see. Laibach rip off hunks of t»-ead from the ample, large loaves. 

They grab gargantuan tuiicey legs with their bare hands and rip the flesh off the bones with 

their teeth. They gulp wine while throwing scraps to their very attentive and presumably 

very dangerous, German shepherd. The clothing is military and again reminiscent of an 

earlier time. 

The closing scenes show Laibach emerging from underground caverns, further 

linking them to some subterranian, infernal source. They emerge from the cave into a rural 

farmyard scene where the family appears to reassert itself in impcHlance, though in a very 

rural, backward arena. 

This familial setting at the end of the video recalls the Nazi Kunst images on the CD 

jacket On both the front and back covers, the family unit is pictured in front of the symbol 

of an organization, (on the front cover, the German coat of arms, on the back cover, it is 
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the symbol of the United Naticms). The organizations of National Socialism and the United 

Naticms present themselves as protective organizations, providing f^ the secure future of 

their members. 

The family unit represented in the video is the traditional family structure and status 

quo that international. Western run organizations hc^ to "protect" and "shelter" in the non-

Western world. The price for the provided protection will be at the high cost of upholding 

this status quo. The Westem organizations represent "the 'developed,' those to whom the 

rules of human rights, social security, etc., apply. The East is expected to rely on the 

leftovers, to learn from the West's example and are criticized when they do not do so. 

The uneasy association of the United Nations with National Socialism questions the 

true motivations behind the structure of an organization so many in the West consider 

beneficial. This juxt^x>sition of two seemingly ideologically opposed organizations, 

serves to upset the pre-set notions and acceptance of the organizations and structures in our 

world today. 

63 See Zizek, "Eastern European Libeialism," 39. 
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4. CHAPTER THREE: NAT064 

4.1 The Changing Rice of Europe and the Changing F^e of PtovocatiOT 

The latest Laibach release, NATO (1994) follows die previous release of Kapital^^ 

(1992). The critique focuses on the path Slovenia has taken since 1989 and the political 

changes in Europe. The actions and behavior of Europe as a whde are also closely 

scrutinized. New alliances and new balances of power have thrown old structures out the 

window with very little reflection. 

As suggested by the name Kapital. the non-reflective embrace of cafntalism and all 

things Western was one of the main focuses of Laibach's woilc since 1989. The cdlapse 

of long standing structures led to a void, filled by an over zealous embrace of all ways and 

things Western. Rather than joyously celebrating the coll^Tse of the object of their critique, 

Laibach continued to provoke the behavicH* of the spectator. Chris Bohn sees Kapital as an 

attempt "to preserve certain spiritual values that looked like they were getting lost in the 

East's whole hearted embrace of Western systems."®^ The preservation of "certain 

spiritual values" should be seen as the call to memory. It serves as a warning against the 

zealous embrace of the West today, while forgetting what was previously embraced so 

whole-heartedly. 

Instead of remembering past events and seeking to understand the changes, the East 

hurried to create a better tomorrow through the blind embrace of democracy. Laibach states 

that "democracy ensnares people through the Utopian injection of desires and fantasies into 

the social bloodstream"..."under democracy, people believe they are acting according to 

 ̂See Laibach. NATO. Mute Records, 1994. 

65 See Laibach, K'apital Mute Recoids, 1992. 

66 See Bohn, Laibach: NATO, accessed via the NSK worid wide web embassy site. 
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their own will and desires. The criticism characterizes demcxnacy, as well as many 

other impelled ways from the West, as a drug, controlling people like an addiction and 

leading ultimately to death.^^ 

Another consequence of the political shift in the former Yugoslavia was the horror 

of civil war. Laibach's album NATO (1994), concerned itself with incorporating the 

horrors of war and the new world order into the world's consciousness. The war 

surrounding the break up of Y ugoslavia was not an event that had occured some forty years 

earlier with remnants still existent in the present The subject of Laibach's critique was the 

present, yet their audience was busy embracing democracy and had no time or interest in 

listening to this provocatiorL 

4.2 The Songs of NATO 

NATO faces the very real trauma of civil war in the former Yugoslavia. At the time 

of Laibach's work on NATO, the organization NATO had not yet gotten involved in the 

conflict in the Balkans. Like the previous working of Laibach and the NSK, the 

provocations on NATO can be understood as carrying an idea or ideology to the extreme to 

see what the final result would be. Regarding NATO,®^ Laibach can be regarded as 

"takpng] NATO where NATO itself had refused to go."70 

67 See Laibadi: A Film Slt̂ venia 

68 A part diat quote, left out above, deariy shows the conqarison of democracy to drugs and death: 
" ]̂ts [democracy's] hypodemuc needle is the entertainment culture industry. Itis a shared needle and a 
shared needle leads to the spread of disease. In democracy, time is no cure against its own disease." See 
Laibach: A Him From Sl̂ vygî  ̂

69 NATO stands for North Adantic Treaty OrganizatiraL 

70 See Bohn, "Laibach: NATO," accessed via the NSK world wide web embassy site. 
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The opening song on the CD NATO is entitled "NATO" and is a modem adaptation 

of the classical piece "Mars, the Biinger of War." "Mars, the Bringer of War" composed 

by the English composer Gustav Holst^^ in 1914 is part of the symphony. The Planets 

The connection to war is made with the very first song as well as with such songs as 

"War," "the Rnal Countdown," etcJ^ The choice of the other tracks, all remakes but one, 

sets the stage; war, more specifically the war in the former Yugoslavia. The rewcxidng of 

Hoist's "Mars, the Bringer of War" is most notably altered to produce a more technological 

atmosphere. The techndogical tone of Laibach's version "NATO" shows the changing 

face of war, which uses all aspects of technology to pnxure victory. 

The second track on the CD, "War," is an appropriation of a song with the same 

time by the motown singer Edwin Starr.*^"^ Laibach deconstructive effort to expose war and 

the motivating factors behind war are achieved by the interplay of the lead singer's voice 

with the choral backdrop. The main vocalist repeatedly asks, "War, what is it good for?" 

to which the chorus responds by naming the areas of life which benefit from wan 

"mobilization, science, religion, domination, communication, industry," as well as the 

numerous corporaticms that also benefit from wan "GM, IBM, Newsweek, CNN, 

Universal, European, ITT, Siemens, Sony, etc.." Put into this light, war is understood to 

71 Gustavus Theodore von Hoist was bom September 21,1874 in Gieitenham, England and died May 25, 
1934 in London, England. 

72 See Hoist, The Planets. Deutsche Granunophon, 1990. 

73 The comidete list of titles fw the CD NATO is as frflows: "NATO," "War," "The Hnal Countdown," 
"In the Army Now," "Dogs of War," 'AUe Gegen Alle," "National Reservation," "2525," "Mars on the 
River Drina". 

74 Edwin Starr's version of "War," released in 1970 was closely associated with the protests against the 
Umted State's involvement in the Viet Nam war. 
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be more than the product of a barbarian, less "developed" civilization that has a lust for 

blood allegedly inherent in their nature. 

The cause of the wars in the former Y ugoslavia are seen to be far mote complicated 

and sinister. The West cannot just shrug d'f the war in that region as tiieir problem and of 

their making, but must realize their own {Hominent role in the ccmflict A much later track, 

which I will not discuss in great detail here, provides a grim outlook for the future of a 

world in which war continues to be the way of civiUzation. The track, "2525" traces the 

history of war and conflict from the mid 1990s well into the next millenium. 

The status of Eastern Europe as subjugated to the more powerful, dominant West is 

treated poignantly in "National Reservation." Whereas the previous version of the song 

dealt with the plight of Native Americans put on reservations in the United States of 

America, this version portrays Eastern Europe as the reservation. Through Western 

imperialism and c^italism, the East has been transformed into a subjugated society 

dependent on their oppressors. 

Rather than being a one-sided critique of the West's imperialism through capitalism 

and democracy, the Laibach expression is multi-layered. There is an element of critique 

against imperialism, but the critique also exposes the dangers in the East's view of itself as 

a victim. The potential for nationalist and xenophobic sentiments resulting from Western 

imperialism is also expressed in the song. An awareness of how the West sees the East is 

evident as well, "Although we wear blue shirts and tie, we're still the red man in his 

eyes."*^^ Responsilnlity for the current situation in the East cannot be understood as 

belonging solely to the West or the East The track "National Reservation" shows 

ignorance towards the interrelatedness of experience and responsilxlity for all sides 

involved. 

75 See Laibach, "Nadonal Reservatioii," from NATO. Mute Records, 1994. 
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43 The Symbols of NATO 

A statement deflning NATO's purpose and duration is reprinted inside the OD 

jacket of NATO: 

NATO is the framework for an alliance designed to prevent aggressi(»i or to repel it, 
should it occur. It is determined to safeguard freedom, conuncm heritage and 
civiUzaticm. Founded on the principles of democr^, liberty and the rule erf" law. It 
provides for continuous cooperation and consultation in pc^itical, economic and other 
military fields. It is resolved to unite its efforts for collective defense and seek to 
promote stabiliQ^, security and well-being in the North Atlantic area. It is of 
indefinite duration. Washington DC 1949-1994 

This direct quote, woven into the Laibach NATO project, sees NATO by its very 

definition, as an OTganization that does not concern itself with the Balkans, per se. The 

primary concern of NATO is shown to be the protecti(xi of the North Atlantic area. 

Considering the geographic location of the Balkans, they would, by definition, not be 

included in this organization. 

With this geographic fact in mind, the involvement of NATO in the Balkans can be 

seen as a defensive action. It is an exercise to prcxnote peace and stability in the region. 

However, the motivation for promoting peace should be questioned. The attempt to secure 

peace in the Balkans is not fw the purpose of helping the people of the regicm or stopping 

the war atrocities, but rather to protect the North Atlantic area. 

Now reconsider the artwork of Sympathy For The Devil, and its juxtE^x)sition of 

National Socialism with the United Nations. Laibach's choice of another (would-be) 

global organization, NATO, proves very interesting. The two organizations represented on 

the jacket of Svmpathv For The Devil can be seen as organizations that identify themselves 

as large scale protective organizations. Arguably NATO can be seen in the same marmer, 

which is underscored in their mission. 
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NATO defines itself as "determined to safeguard freedom, common heritage and 

civilization." This statement situates NATO within the same category of organization as the 

United Nations. Zizek sees "Nation" as defined through "'national identity' [which] must 

appeal to the contingent materiality of 'common roots' of "blood and soil,'."*^^ According 

to the Laibach [noject, NATO protects natic«is that feel a certain cohesion through 

"common roots" and "blood and soil" {Blut und Boden). The correlation to National 

Socialism resurfaces due to the use of the same rhetoric. The words "Blut und Boden" call 

to mind again John Heartfleld's photomontage "Der cdte Wahlspruch im 'neuen' Reich: 

Blut und Boden.." Heartfleld's montage showed the continuation of nationalistic rhetoric 

from Worid War I to Worid War II. Laibach adapted the image to show the continued 

existence of this riietoric and ideology in the former Yugoslavia. As Zizek's quote shows, 

the riietoric of Blut und Boden is still prominent today. 

As shown above, the real question regarding the protection these organizations 

provide is whose interests are being served really and what truly motivates these 

organizations. Beyond exposing the motivations and powers served, Laibach's 

provocations urge consideration of the continuity of history. 

76 See Zizek, "Eastern European Liberalism," 38. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

5.1 Laibach and the State of NSK 

At the time when Laibach joined with Irwin, and what was then named the Sester 

Sdpion Nacise Theater, (now Nootducg) to fonn the art collective Neue Slowemsche 

Kunst, the political allignment of Eurc^ was as they had known it their whole lives. With 

the changing face and political re-alignment of Europe that began in 19S9, the NSK saw the 

state system they were familiar with disappearing. Not only was the state system 

disappearing, but there was a threat of it being forgotten altogether. 

The develq)ment of Neue Slowenische Kunst from an art collective into a state in 

1991 was a response to the new worid order, or at least the new European cxder. Laibach 

sees no Utopian potential ahead for Europe. "Every new order presupposes the existence of 

disorder and is already infected with an inherent virus of future disorder.""^*^ The 

disastrous results of the disintegration of state authority in the former Yugoslavia is seen by 

some as a prophetic parallel to future proUematics for Europe as a whole, which is heading 

towards an existence of "non-statehood."''® 

What is to be expected of such a possibility looming ahead? Slavoj Zizek suggests 

the following: 

Utopian energy is no longer directed towards a stateless community, but towards a 
state without a nation, a state which would no longer be founded on an ethnic 
community and its territory, therefcve simultaneously towards a state without 
territory, towards a purely artificial structure of [mnciples and authority which will 
have severed the umbilici chords of ethnic ori^n, indgenousness and 
rootedness.'̂ ^ 

77 See NSK. 60. 

78 For a more in-depth discussion of the idea of "non-statehood" see "Es gibt keinen Staat in Europa" by 
Slavoj Zizek, accessed via the NSK worid wide web embassy site. 

79 See Zizek, "Es gibt keinen Staat in Europa" accessed via the NSK wcxid wide web embassy site. 
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This description is very similar to the description of the state of NSK which has no 

boundaries and no territory. It is better understood as a state of mind rather than a physical 

state with borders. 

Regarding the impetus for fonning such a state, Laibach has explained "we do not 

feel comf(xtaUe within any other existing system - any territorial shell that is based on 

naticmal principles."®® The state of NSK was created to form a state which would co-exist 

within other states. Transnationality is the general principle of its existence. Citizenship in 

the state of NSK is open to anyone. The only requirement is a pnxnise to uphold the ideas 

of NSK.®^ The passport holder can retain prior citizenship. Considered in this way, the 

passport functions for the bearer as they choose to use it or as they choose to attempt to use 

it. 

Frequently the metaphor of a parasitic relationship is used to express the status and 

existence of the state of NSK. A parasitic relationship implies that the host-state is depleted 

and deprived of strength through the existence of the parasitic organism. The questicni here 

is what is depleted. Considering the general characteristic of Laibach and NSK's work, the 

idea of depletion most likely corresponds to the dominance of a singular way of thinking. 

Awareness of new ideas, whether complimentaiy or conflicting, is created through these 

manifestations. 

An example of such parasitic behavior would be the traveling embassies. These 

embassies are not permanent and are installed in various countries.®- Entrance to the 

80 Fran a Latbadi interview with "Arc" accessed via the sabsection "Interviews" on the Laibach homepage. 

81 For informaticHi on the passpot or other infonnation on how to attain an NSK passport, see the NSK 
wcnld wide web embassy site under die heading "Immigration" and 'KZitizenship". 

82 The traveling embassies have been set iq> in various envirraments. Two exanqdes of diese 
manifestatioas are an ̂ )artment in Moscow (blurring die boundaries between private and puUic space) and 
the VolksbUfme FAeorer in Berlin, Germany (blurring the notions of state function and artistic performance). 
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embassies is often restricted. MSK citizens may enter unhindered by presenting their 

passports while those hdding other passports are issued visas. For the duration of the 

embassy's existence, it is as though the state of NSK has sovereignty in that sf^ere. The 

previous manifestations have shown that one state can peacefully co-exist within another. 

Several NSK postage stamps were issued in an equally parasitic project that took 

place in November, 1994. The central post ofllce in Ljubljana, Slovenia was occupied and 

artistically transfcxmed by Novi Kolektivizm (New Collectivism). Numerous sets of postal 

stamps were presented in various formats. 

5.2 Responsibilty 

Much of Laibach's woilc produces an uneasy feeling. The development of the art 

collective Neue Slowenische Kunst into a state has the same effect The agitation 

surrounding their existence incites a combination of suspicion, anger and intrigue. Perhaps 

the one thing that is totally incompatible with Laibach and NSK's existence is apathy. 

In a 1991 letter from the former East German writer Christa Wolf to Jtirgen 

Habermas,83 Wolf discusses the importance of sharing stcMies, of opening a dialog 

between former East German intellectualls and their Western counterparts. The need to 

hear and appreciate other stories regarding the past and its incorporation into their lives, on 

both the personal and offlcial levels, reveals what gets lost when the personal stories are 

burned or forgotten. 

The existence of one official state history ignores the nuances of individual trauma 

and triumph. It is important to understand the role the past in the lives of all Germans. 

83 The letter to JQrgen Habermas is one oS a number of letters in the book Aufdem Wef nach Tabou-Texte 
1990-1994. In this letter she remarks "Wir haben unterschiedliche Ceschichten, daraufsollten wir bestehen, 
und wir sollten arfangen, uns diese Ceschichten zu erzUhlen," see Wolf, 154. 
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To focus primarily on the former West Germany presents the risk of forgetting the stories 

of the former East Germany. 

With the turmoil of a changing worid order and dominant state histories, the 

personal histories and stories of individuals in the East risk being forgotten. The 

intellectuals should not be left with the task of defining the past for the general pubic. 

Laibach's constant stirring up of forgotten or repressed pasts incites peoi^e to remember on 

a personal level. As I have tried to show throughout this thesis, Laibach does not provide a 

new story in place of that which they disnq}L Its members set the stage for the work of 

memory. 

Laibach provokes and even demands participation from its spectators. The 

confusion that its members leave behind requires individual input to make any sense of 

what remains. Eric Esbenshade sees "a proper investigation of the past [as] destabilizing 

rather than stabilizing; the national narrative as a means d" control can be subverted and 

splintered into multipe and ever-changing narratives."®^ Laibach actively destabilizes 

accepted versions of the past 

Peiiiaps in this light, Laibach's insistence that "[w]e cannot concern ourselves with 

the fulfillment of other people's expectations. Our only responsibility is to remain 

irresponsible,"®^ becomes clearer. Providing explanations and declaring their intentioris 

openly would be more likely to produce apathy than actioiL The plurality of interpretations 

that result from the lack of explanation and destabilization is [necisely the aim of their 

projects. 

84 See Esbenshade, 87. Regaidmg die "national nanative," eadier in the aitide Esbenshade notes that the 
"state falsified Ustray an manipulated ccdlective memoiy," (76) which would fmther show the necessity of 
individual wodc to reclaim memory and woic thiou  ̂past traumas. 

85 See Laibach: A Him From Slovenia. 
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